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NUMA for Silicon Sentier

The NUMA project is a conversion of a commercial building into a 
place that will be experimental in nature due to the type of activities 
it will host. Organised around collective and communal entities, it 
has two unifying spaces. The first, on the ground floor, has a large 
area opening onto the street, a café and an entirely flexible reception 
space. Due to this necessarily changing configuration it will be a 
multi-purpose space. The second space, on the top floor, is designed 
to host conferences and receptions and has a large terrace. The work 
spaces are organised between these two levels. 
 NUMA, head office of Silicon Sentier, a business incubator, 
co-working and project development facility based on innovation and 
new technologies and a café in Paris.

PROGRAMME 
NUMA, head office of Silicon Sen-
tier, a business incubator,  
co-working and project develop-
ment facility based on innovation 
and new technologies. The ground 
floor helds a café.

SITE 
Rue du Caire, Paris, France

AREA 
1 737 sq.m

HEADCOUNT
502 people

BUDGET 
1,7 M€ ex. VAT

CLIENT
Silicon Sentier

TEAM
TVK 
Architectes Urbanistes
EVP
Structure engineers
CFERM
fluids engineers
Vincent Pourtau  
Economy consultant

MISSION
Conception

DATE
Delivered in 2013

TO GET HD IMAGES
presse@tvk.fr
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 Transformation of a building.
 Entrance on rue du Caire.
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 Shared workspaces.  Shared workspaces.
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 Shared workspaces.
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 Upstairs, shared workspaces.  On the groundfloor, workspaces open to all.   On the upper floor, seminar room.
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